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Beck hyperspace album cover car

Beck follows the brilliant Colors of 2017 with a new album Hyperspace, released in November. Hyperspace is Beck's 14th album (he has not yet released any kind of best of) and co-produced much of the album with Pharrell Williams (who also co-wrote some tracks). Chris Martin and Sky Ferreira contribute backing vocals on a lead track ('Star' and 'Die Waiting') respectively) and
Greg Kurstin gets a writing credit on See Through, suggesting it dates back to colors sessions. Beck's longtime bandmates Jason Falkner, Smokey Hormel and Roger Manning Jr. (Jason and Roger are half of Jellyfish's original line-up) are also featured on much of the album. You can preview the days without events above to get an impression of hyperspace's new sound. Nice to
see some excellent covers - to change - in a new album! Hyperspace will be released on November 22, 2019. In addition to the red vinyl listed in the widget below, Rough Trade UK also has a special metallic silver vinyl edition (there is no red vinyl in the US). 1.Hyperlife 2 Uneventful Days 3 Saw Lightning 4 Die Waiting 5 Chemical 6 See Through 7 Hyperspace 8 Stratosphere 9
Dark Places 10 Star 11 Everlasting Nothing NPR sites use cookies, similar tracking and storage technologies, and information about the device used to access our sites (together, cookies) to improve viewing, listening and user experience, customize content , customize npr sponsor messages, provide social media features, and analyze NPR traffic. This information is shared with
social media, sponsorships, analytics and other providers or service providers. See details. You can click Your choices below to learn about and use cookie management tools to limit the use of cookies when you visit NPR sites. You can adjust the choices of cookies in such tools at any time. If you click Accept and continue below, you acknowledge that the choices of cookies in
such tools will be respected and that you otherwise accept the use of cookies on NPR sites. YOUR CHOICES Indie legend Beck has finally announced a november 22 release date for his upcoming album Hyperspace, which will be released by Capitol Records. Beck also shared a new song titled Uneventful Days, one of seven tracks from the upcoming album with production, and
songwriting credits from famous Neptunes producer Pharrell Williams. This latest release features a glittering electronic production, with traditional-style drum beats, sparkling keys and synth lines, which the singer completes with a subdued vocal performance. The song bears the essence of the cover of the new album, with Beck in front of a classic red car, with katakana letters
channeling aesthetics Beck debuted Saw Lightning, the first single from this recent project in April. This track was used in the Beats by Dr. Dre Powerbeats Pro campaign, and was also co-written and co-produced by Williams, with whom Beck wanted to collaborate for decades. Decades. I've been waiting for 20 years, Beck started before continuing, this is very different from any
situation I've made music in. There is a very particular energy and things happen very quickly. It's fully open, so everything's fine. Everything is fine, inspiration strikes and everything happens incredibly fast. There's not a lot of second guesses, which is great. Artist Colors' most recent album debuted in 2017 and brought together its eclectic mix of various genres ranging from
dance-rock to experimental pop. Hyperspace 1. Hyperlife 2. Days without events 3. I saw Lightning 4. Die waiting 5. Chemicals 6. See up to 7. Hyperspace 8. Stratosphere 9. Dark places 10. Star 11. Everlasting Nothing Photo Credit: Brett Padelford 2019 studio album by BeckHyperspaceStudio album by BeckReleased22 November, 2019Length39:16LabelCapitolProducer
Pharrell Williams Beck Hansen Cole M.G.N. Greg Kurstin Paul Epworth David Greenbaum (add.) Beck chronology Colors(2017) Hyperspace(2019) Singles from Hyperspace Saw LightningRelasciato: April 15, 2019[1] Uneventful DaysRelased: October 17, 2019[2] Dark Places Released: November 7, 2019 Everlasting NothingPublished: November 14, 2019 Hyperspace is the
fourteenth studio album by American musician Beck. It was released on Capitol Records on November 22, 2019. [3] The album was produced primarily by Beck and Pharrell Williams,[4] as well as Cole M.G.N., Greg Kurstin, and Paul Epworth. It was preceded by the release of the single Saw Lightning on April 15, 2019,[1] the track Hyperlife, as well as the second single Uneventful
Days on October 17, 2019,[4] and the third single Dark Places on November 7, 2019. Background Beck stated that he had some things after finishing the tour for Colors, and that he wanted to seize the moment by working on his project with Williams after Williams had asked Beck to work on an N.E.R.D. album, also revealing that their collaboration would initially be a single or an
EP, but I think we were both surprised when there was a body of work here. On October 10, 2019, Beck released the album cover on Instagram, which features the title in katakana (ペ, Haipāsupēsu). [5] Critical Reception Professional EvaluationsGratteaggregateSourceRatingAnyDecentMusic?6.8/10[6]Metacritic77/100[7]ScoresSourceRatingAllMusic Review[8]SoundB
Consequence−[9]Exclaims!7/10[10]ScoresSourceRatingAllMusic Review[8]SoundB−[9] Exclaims!7/10[10] 1 The Guardian[11]The Independent[12]NME[13]Paste6.7/10[14]Pitchfork6.5/10[15]Rolling Stone[16]Slant Magazine[17] Hyperspace received mostly positive reviews from music critics. To Metacritic, which assigns a normalized rating out of 100 to mainstream critics reviews,
the album has an average score of 77 based on 19 reviews, indicating generally favorable reviews. [7] Variety writer A. D. Amorosi wrote that Beck and Pharrell Williams find new life in minimalist synth-pop and on the album, hypothesized that the hard-to-hold hooks and spaciousness of Hyperspace are what makes it so intriguing. [18] [18] listing All Credits are adapted from the
album's cover notes. No.TitleWriter(s)Producer(s)Length1. HyperlifeBeck HansenPharrell WilliamsWilliamsHansen1:362. Days Without EventsHansenWilliamsWilliamsHansen3:173. I saw LightningHansenWilliamsWilliamsHansen4:014. Die Waiting (with Sky Ferreira)HansenCole M.G.N.Kossisko KonanHansenCole M.G.N.4:045. ChemistRyHansenWilliamsWilliamsHansen4:186.
See through HansenGreg KurstinKurstinHansen3:387. Hyperspace (with Terrell Hines)HansenWilliamsTerrell HinesWilliamsHansen2:458. StratosphereHansenHansen3:569. Dark PlacesHansenWilliamsWilliamsHansen3:4510. StellaHansenPaul EpworthEpworthHansen2:5011. Everlasting NothingHansenWilliamsWilliamsHansen5:00Manast Length:39:16 Japanese Bonus
Track[19]No.TitleLength12. Saw Lightning (Freestyle)2:19Total length:41:37 Personal adapted from album cover notes. [20] Musicians Beck Hansen – vocals (all tracks), keyboards (1, 8, 10), guitar (4, 8, 9, 11), slide guitar (3), piano (3, 11), harmonica (3), bass (10) Pharrell Williams – keyboards (1–3, 5, 9, 11), drums (2, 3, 5, 9, 11), mumbles (3) Roger Manning Jr. – keyboards (1,
8), backing vocals (4–6, 8, 9, 11) Cole M.G.N. – bass (4), guitar (4) , drums (4), keyboards (4) Sky Ferreira – vocals (4) Alex Lilly – backing vocals (4, 11) Brent Paschke – guitar (5) Greg Kurstin – drums (6), bass (6), synthesizers (6), keyboards (6) Terrell Hines – vocals (7) Chris Martin – vocals (8) Jason Falkner – guitar (8) Smokey Hormel – guitar (9) Carl F. Martin – backing
vocals (11) Kimberly Cook – chorus (11) Princess Fortier – backing vocals (11) Kanisha Leffall – chorus (11) Jacob Lusk – backing vocals (11) Viviana Owens – backing vocals (11) Tiana Paul – backing vocals (11) Tai Phillips – backing vocals (11) Tunay Raymond – backing vocals ( 11) Technical staff David Greenbaum – mixing (1, 4–7, 9, 10), recording, additional production,
additional programming (11) Serban Ghenea – mixing (2) Jaycen Joshua – mixing (3) Shawn Everett – mixing (8, 11) Andrew Coleman – recording by Mike Larson – recording, additional programming (3, 11) Drew Brown – cole M.G.N. recording – Greg Kurstin recording – Alex Pasco recording – Julian Burg recording – Paul Epworth recording – Matt Wiggins recording – Eric
Eylands recording – Ben Sedano recording assistance – recording assistant Chris Henry – assistance to the recording John Hanes – assistance to the mix Ivan Wayman – mix assistance assist Jacob Richards – mix assistance Mike Seaberg – mix assistance DJ Higgins – mix assistance Randy Merrill – mastering Artwork Jimmy Turrell – art direction Abdul Ali – art direction Free
Marseille – art direction Beck Hansen – design concept Mikai Karl – photography Paul Moore – additional design Charts Chart (2019) Peakposition Australian Albums (ARIA)[21] 33 Belgian Albums (Ultratop Flanders)[22] 31 Belgian albums (Ultratop Wallonia)[23] 79 Canadian albums (Billboard)[24] 48 Czech albums (ČNS 61 Dutch albums (Top 100 albums)[26] 46 French Albums
(SNEP)[27] 145 Irish albums (IRMA)[28] 57 Japanese hot albums (Billboard Japan)[29] 26 26 Albums (Oricon)[30] 20 Scottish albums (OCC)[31] 22 Swiss albums (Schweizer Hitparade)[32] 33 UK albums (OCC)[33] 33 Billboard 200[34] 40 References ^ a b Kreps, Daniel (15 April 2019). Listen to Beck's new single 'Saw Lightning', co-written by Pharrell Williams. Pitchfork.
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